
The Fund was established in response to meet the 
Kingdom's need to invest in renewable energy sources 
and diversify its utilization in various sectors, from house-
holds, schools and hospitals to the private and public 
service sectors and to contribute to achieving the objec-
tives of the comprehensive energy strategy in Jordan, 20% 
of the total energy mix of the Kingdom in 2020, through 
the activation of methods and procedures of energy 

e�ciency and rationalization of consumption in various 
sectors, and increase the proportion of investments 

and business in the �eld of Renewable Energy, 
contributing to create new jobs and environmentally 

friendly and long-term investments.

Golden Gate has been assessed and certi�ed 
to meet the requirement of ISO 2001.9001 
extended to ISO 2008.9000 for exhibitions 
organizing and decoration design services. 
Golden Gate can o�er special exhibiting                  
decoration matching all requirements of the 
exhibitors.

Construction & Decoration 
of Exhibiting Stands:

“Jordan Green Building Council is a world 
leader NGO in the green buildings �eld established in 
2009, an authorized representative board member of 
the World and MENA Green Building Council, and a 
part of a network of 103 Green Building Council 
around the world. Jordan GBC attained a remarkable 
success in gaining an advanced position contributing 
e�ectively through activities and services as bene�ts 
in spreading awareness about green built                        
environment and developing, implementing and 
disseminating green building policies and culture in 
Jordan. “

JEEIT Conference 2019
JEEIT 2019 provides a unique forum to 
discuss practical approaches and state of 
the art �ndings in using the applied electrical                          
engineering and information technologies to solve 
national problems that face Jordan and other                      
developing countries. JEEIT 2019 merges the following 
three conferences in one big conference with one 
organizing committee, one program, and one                 
proceeding:
-   The 11th Jordanian Int’l Electrical and Electronic Eng. 
Conf. (JIEEEC 2019)
-  The 5th IEEE Jordan Conf. on Applied Electrical Eng. 
and Computing Technologies (AEECT 2019)
-  The 9th Int’l Conf. on Information Technology                   
(ICIT 2019) .
Above conference is scheduled during 9 - 11 / 4 / 2019 
In parallel and timing with JIMEX 2019
For details please visit JEEIT Website:  www.jeeit.net 
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